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Matrix Code

arXiv:1109.5416v6 [cs.PL] 25 Feb 2013

M.H. van Emden
1. IntroductionBy imperative programming we will understand the writing of code inwhich the state of the computation is directly tested and explicitly manipulated by assignment statements. As a programming paradigm, imperativeprogramming should be compared with functional and logic programming.Compared to these latter paradigms, imperative programming is in an unsatisfactory state. At least as a first approximation, a definition in functionalor logic programming is both a specification and is executable. In imperativeprogramming proving that a function body meets its specification is sucha challenge that it is not considered part of a programmers task. Anotherdifference, probably related, is that functional and logic programming havean elegant mathematical semantics in which the behaviour of an executabledefinition is characterized as a fixpoint of the transformation associated withthe definition.C is the programming language par excellence for imperative programming. But in C one can fake functional programming to a certain extentby doing as much as possible with function definitions, function calls, andfunction parameters. In this paper we will be concerned with what maybe called hard-core imperative code: code in the form of the body of aprocedure (void function in C) that contains no global variables and thatinteracts only with its environment by reading, testing, and modifying theactual parameters in the call. These parameters, together with any localvariables that may be present, comprise the state that is changed by assignment statements. Surprisingly perhaps, hard-core imperative code does notexclude function or procedure calls.In imperative programming verification is a serious problem. The problem is more serious than in functional or logic programming because therethe executable code can itself be the definition of the function or predicateto be executed. Of course this ideal is rarely reached completely. But it is aclear ideal for the programmer to strive after. In imperative programming
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such an ideal does not exist. Here correctness has to be proved independently of the code. Although a powerful verification method was developedby Floyd and by Hoare, the experience is that it is hard to produce a correctness proof for existing code. Dijkstra observed [7, 8] that code has tobe designed for correctness proof. He did not make this suggestion moreconcrete than to call for the parallel development of proof and code.This paper is a contribution to the parallel development of proof and codefor imperative programming. It takes the form of a new language, calledMatrix Code, in which programs take the form of a matrix of which the elements are binary relations among data states. Matrix Code is distinguishedby a development process that begins with a null code matrix, progresseswith small, obvious steps, and ends with a matrix that is of a special formthat is trivially translatable to a conventional language like Java or C. Theresult of the translation has the same behaviour as the one determined bythe mathematical semantics of the code matrix. Therefore the latter can besaid to be executable. As every stage in the development process is partiallycorrect with respect to the specification (the correctness of the initial nullcode matrix is very partial). Matrix Code comes close to the ideal in whichthe code is itself a proof of partial correctness. Matrix Code comes with anabstract machine, which we call a dual-state machine (DSM). The DSM haseasily identifiable special cases that are trivially translatable to conventionallanguages like C or Java.Plan of the paper. Because we derive DSMs from finite-state machines wefirst review conventional automata theory and regular expressions. Thestep to DSMs is made by exploiting the fact that formal languages aremathematically similar to binary relations and that both are best regarded asinterpretations of regular expressions. Accordingly, in Section 2 we establishour notation and terminology for formal languages, binary relations, andregular expressions.In Section 3 we present the main definitions concerning FSMs. Thispresentation is necessary because of slight, yet essential variations in theusual definitions. One such variation is that the transition is given as amatrix. In Section 4 dual-state machines are introduced as a close variantof FSMs. The versatility of DSMs is demonstrated by examples includingan FSM, a Turing machine, and DSMs that translate to C programs forgenerating prime numbers and for merging files. As the latter type of DSMis the motivation for the entire enterprise we devote Section 5 to it.In Section 6 we adapt the verification method of Floyd and Hoare to Matrix Code. In Section 7 we solve as example problem the generation of prime2

numbers in the systematic manner that is specific to Matrix Code. This is
the same problem as one of those treated by Dijkstra in [9], so that MatrixCode can be compared with structured programming. Although the derivation method for the prime-number algorithm is original, the computationsof the resulting code are the same as those of the conventionally producedversion. But Matrix Code is not only valuable as a method for developingproof and code in parallel, but, as we show in the derivation of the mergingalgorithm in Section 8, it is valuable also for finding algorithms that aremore efficient than those obtained in the conventional manner. The finaltwo sections draw conclusions and survey related work in widely scatteredareas of computer science.2. PreliminariesThe dual-state machines to be introduced in this paper are a variant ofthe classical finite-state machines. Just as finite-state machines define formal languages, dual-state machines define binary relations. The similaritybetween the two types of machine has to do with the similarity betweenformal languages and binary relations. One of the ways this similarity manifests itself is the fact that formal languages and binary relations have anatural notation in common: regular expressions.2.1. Formal languagesGiven a set A, we denote the set of finite sequences of its elements asA . We often think of A as an alphabet, of its elements as symbols,of the sequences of symbols as words, and of sets of words as a (formal)language.A includes the empty word, the sequence of length 0, which is denotede. The null language is the empty set. This is not to be confused with theunit language, which contains the empty word as its only word.The concatenation of words w0 and w1 is denoted w0 w1 . We have ew =w = w  e for all words w. Concatenation of words is extended elementwiseto concatenation of languages: L0  L1 = {w0  w1 | w0  L0  w1  L1 }.Concatenation of a language L with itself gives rise to the powers of L: L0is the unit language and Li = L  Li1 for all i > 0. The closure  of L isSndefined as L = n=0 L .The partial order  on formal languages is defined to be set inclusionamong the subsets of A .
2.2. Binary relations
A binary relation on a set D is a subset of the Cartesian product D  D.If (d0 , d1 ) is in a binary relation, then we say that d0 is an input; d1 is acorresponding output of the relation.The null relation is the empty subset of D  D. The identity relation IDon D is {(d0 , d1 )  D  D | d0 = d1 }. The union R0  R1 of binary relationsR0 and R1 is defined to be their union as subsets of D D. The compositionR0 ; R1 of binary relations R0 and R1 is {(d0 , d1 )  D  D | d  D. (d0 , d) R0  (d, d1 )  R1 }.Powers of a relation R are defined by Rn = R; Rn1 = Rn1 ; R for n > 0Snand Rn = ID for n = 0. We write R for n=0 R .The partial order  on binary relations is defined to be set inclusionamong the subsets of D  D.2.3. Regular expressionsThe syntax of regular expressions [16] over a given set of constants isdefined as follows.1. The constants, 0, and 1 are regular expressions.2. If E and F are regular expressions then so are E + F and E  F .nE and E n are shorthand forE + .{z. . + E} and E. .  E} for n > 0.|  .{ztimes
times
0  E is 0 and E 0 is 1.3. If S is a finite set of regular expressions and E is a regular expression,then S is defined as 0 if S =  and (S  {E}) = E + S.4. If E is a regular expression, then so is its closure E  .In practice a different syntax is used for regular expressions. We see EFfor E  F , E|F for E + F , E? for 0 + E, and E+ for E  E  .The syntax of regular expressions has several semantics: algebras ofwhich the elements and operations can serve as interpretations of regularexpressions. Here these algebras are formal languages and binary relationsand serve as semantics for regular expressions. The way we intend thesealgebras to be semantics for regular expressions is shown in Figure 1.The following equalities in terms of regular expressions hold for bothformal languages and binary relations as interpretation [5].E + F = F + E, E + E = E, E  (F + G) = E  F + E  G,4
regularexpressions
formallanguages
emptylanguage
{e} 
binaryrelations
empty subsetof D  D
ID
Figure 1: Formal languages and binary relations as semantics for regular expressions.
(F + G)  E = F  E + G  E, E  (F  G) = (E  F )  G,0 + E = E + 0 = E, 1  E = E  1 = E, 0  E = E  0 = 0,(E + F ) = (E   F )  E  , (E  F ) = 1 + E  (F  E)  E,(E  ) = E  , E  = (E n )  E <nIn the last equality E <n denotes the product of all k such that 0  k < n.The axiom states that every power E i can be written in the form (E n )j  E kwith 0  k < n.In addition the partial order  defined in the two interpretations forregular expressions have the property of being monotonic with respect tothe operations.3. Finite-state machinesWe find the classical finite-state machine useful as the precursor of thedual-state machine, a related device with many interesting special cases,including small imperative programs, such as are suitable for the bodies offunctions in conventional programming languages.Our starting point is the nondeterministic finite-state machine as a device for recognizing a certain class of languages. The syntax of finite-statemachines is as follows.Definition 1. A finite-state machine (FSM) is a tuple (K, A, , S, H) whereK and A are nonempty finite sets,  is a function of type K  K  W ,where W is the set of finite sets of words over A; S  K, and H  K. Theelements of K are called states; the elements of A, the alphabet, are calledsymbols;  is the transition matrix, a matrix with rows and columns indexed5

by the elements of K. The transition matrix has sets of words over A as
elements. S  K is the start state; H  K is the halt state. For all k  Kit is the case that  must satisfy [k, S] =  and [H, k] = .Here we find two departures from the conventional definition: (1) Thetransition  is a matrix. In this way we make explicit what is conventionallyleft implicit. (2) There is a single halt state. As is well-known, this neitheradds to nor detracts from the FSMs power. An advantage of the singlehalt node is that FSMs become composable and that one FSM can besubstituted into another.For an example of an FSM, see Figure 2. We choose the FSM to be nondeterministic as starting point because it is equivalent to some deterministicversion and because it is mathematically more tractable.Definition 1 gives only the syntax of an FSM. A common analogy isto view an FSM as a machine that can do work. This work is to makecomputations, as given by the semantics below.Definition 2. A configuration of an FSM (K, A, , S, H) is a pair (k, w)where k  K and w  A . A transition is a pair ((k0 , w), (k1 , w  u)) ofconfigurations such that u  [k0 , k1 ]. A computation of the FSM is asequence of configurations such that (S, e) is the first element and every pairof successive configurations is a transition of the FSM.A computation is complete if its last configuration is not the first configuration of any transition.A complete computation is successful if its last configuration is (H, w)for some w  A ; otherwise it is failed.L(K, A, , S, H) is the language accepted by the FSM with components(K, A, , S, H); it is the set of all w  A such there exists a successfulcomputation starting in (S, e).In the machine analogy of an FSM the transition ((k0 , w), (k1 , w  u)) is saidto consume the word u from the input.Example. The FSM in Figure 2 has the following as one of its computations(S,e)(A,-)(B,-1)(A,-12)(B,-123)(H,-123)The fact that(S,e)(A,-)(B,-1)(H,-1)is also a computation shows that this FSM is nondeterministic.
Lemma 1. An FSM (K, A, , S, H) has a computation (x,v),...,(y,v.u)
of length n iff u   n [x, y], for all n = 1, 2, . . .Proof. Straightforward induction on n.Theorem 1. L(K, A, , S, H) =   [S, H].Proof. w  L(K, A, , S, H) iff there exists a computation (S, e), . . . , (H, w)iff there exists an n such that w   n [S, H] iff w    [S, H].2Bnil
sign
nil
nildigit
sign  nil
digit
digit
digit
Figure 2: On the left, transition matrix in graph form of an FSM that accepts decimalnumerals. There is no arc from state k0 to state k1 where [k0 , k1 ] = . The labelson the arcs are nil = {e}, where e is the empty word, sign = {hi, h+i} and digit= {h0i, . . . , h9i}. Here hxi is the word of length 1 containing the symbol x. On the right,matrix version of Figure 2. The rows and columns are identified by the states as labels.As the row labeled by S is by definition empty, it is omitted. Similarly, the column labeledby H is omitted. Empty cells are understood to contain .

According to Definition 1 a configuration (S, w) can occur only as the
first configuration of a computation. Similarly, a configuration (H, w) canoccur only as the second of the last configuration of a computation.The purpose of the computations of an FSM is to define languages inthe form of sets of words over the alphabet A.An FSM is usually presented as a directed graph with the states as nodesand with language [x, y] labeling the arc from state x to state y. We preferthe presentation in Figure 2.4. Dual-state machinesThe operation of an FSM consists of two kinds of changes: a change ofstate and an advance of the input when a symbol is accepted. Imagine givingthe machine a data memory in the form of a file that can be accessed onlysequentially. This memory can take the place of the input. The acceptingof a symbol becomes a change in the state of the data in memory. Butthe elements of K, although not data, are also a kind of memory. To avoidconfusion between these different kinds of memory, we rename elements of Kto control states; the states of data memory can then be called data states.A machine with these two kinds of memory we call a dual-state machine, amachine that is very like an FSM: note the similarity between Definitions 1and 3; between Definitions 2 and 4.The syntax of dual-state machines is defined as follows.Definition 3. The syntax of a dual-state machine (DSM) is given by atuple (K, D, , S, H) where K is a nonempty finite set, D is a nonempty set, is a function of type K  K  2DD , S  K, and H  K. K consists ofcontrol states; D consists of data states;  is the transition matrix, a matrixwith rows and columns labeled by the elements of K with binary relationsover D as elements. S  K is the start state; H  K is the halt state. Forall k  K it is the case that  must satisfy [k, S] =  and [H, k] = .4.1. The computations of a DSMThe semantics of DSMs is defined as follows.Definition 4. A configuration of a DSM (K, D, , S, H) is a pair (k, d)where k  K is a control state and d  D is a data state.A transition is a pair ((k0 , d0 ), (k1 , d1 )) of configurations such that (d0 , d1 ) [k0 , k1 ].A segment of the DSM is a sequence of configurations such that everypair of successive configurations is a transition of the DSM. The length ofa segment is the number of transitions in it.A computation of the DSM is a segment in which the first configurationis (S, d) for some d  D1 .A computation is complete if its last configuration is not the first configuration of any transition.We see that for a configuration (k, d) in a computation to be followed by (k0 , d0 ) it isnecessary that ((k, d), (k0 , d0 )) is a transition. It is possible that the DSM admits a differenttransition ((k, d), (k00 , d00 )). In other words, DSMs are not necessarily deterministic.1

A complete computation is successful if its last configuration is (H, d)
for some d  D; otherwise it is failed.R(K, D, , S, H) is the relation computed by the DSM with components(K, D, , S, H); it is the set of all (d, d0 )  D  D such there exists a computation (S, d), . . . , (H, d0 ).It helps to visualize the Definition 4 in the following way (see Figures 13and 18). Execution of a code matrix consists of an execution agent performing a sequence of cycles. The agent carries a configuration which is updatedduring the cycle. At the beginning of the cycle the agent carries the configuration (k, d). It enters the matrix through the column indexed by k untilit encounters a non-empty cell. Let r be the index of the row in which thiscell occurs and let R be the relation in this cell. If the data state d of theagent is such that there is a (d, w)  R, then the agent exits to the rightwith configuration (r, w). This completes the cycle, and the agent begins anew cycle unless it exited through row H.The agent may start a cycle in a column that does not contain a transition having its data state as input. In that case the agent does not completethe cycle and execution fails.Initially the agent carries a configuration with control state S. If andwhen the control state changes to H, execution halts with success.Definition 5. Given matrices M, N  K  K  2DD we define theirSproduct M ; N by (M ; N )[i, k] = jK M [i, j]; N [j, k] for all i, k  K.Let I be the K-labeled matrix of binary relations over D that has theidentity relation on D on the main diagonal and the empty relation elsewhere. Then we have I; M = M ; I = M with M any K-labeled matrixwith binary relations over D as elements. We write M n for M n1 ; M for apositive integer n while M 0 = I.We characterize the relation computed by a DSM in terms of its powers.First a lemma concerning these powers.Lemma 2. A DSM with transition matrix  has a computation containing asegment (k, d), . . . , (k 0 , d0 ) of length n iff there exists an n such that (d, d0 )  n [k, k 0 ].Proof(If)By induction on the segment length n. If n = 1 the segment has the form
(k, d), (k 0 , d0 ), so that ((k, d), (k 0 , d0 )) is a transition and we have (d, d0 ) 
[k, k 0 ] by the definition of computation.Induction step.(d, d00 )   n+1 [k, k 00 ] implies that there exists an d0 and an k 0 such that(d, d0 )   n [k, k 0 ] and (d0 , d00 )  [k 0 , k 00 ]. Hence, by the induction assumption, there exists a computation segment (k, d), . . . , (k 0 , d0 ) of length n and(d0 , d00 )  [k 0 , k 00 ], which implies that there exists a segment (k, d), . . . , (k 00 , d00 )of length n + 1.(Only if)That (k0 , d), . . . , (kn1 , d0 ), (kn , d00 ) is a computation implies (by the induction hypothesis) that (d, d0 )   n [k0 , kn1 ] and (d0 , d00 )  [kn1 , kn ]. By thedefinition of relational composition this implies that (d, d00 )   n [k0 , kn1 ]; [kn1 , kn ].We have n [k0 , kn1 ]; [kn1 , kn ] 
 n [k0 , j]; [j, kn ] = ( n ; )[k 0 , k 00 ] =  n+1 [k 0 , k 00 ]
jK

This implies that (d, d00 )   n+1 [k, k 00 ].
Theorem 2. R(K, D, , S, H) =   [S, H].Proof Suppose that the pair (d, d0 ) of data states is in the relation computed by . By Definition 4 there exists a computation of  that begins with(S, d) and ends with (H, d0 ). According to Lemma 2 there is an n such thatSn(d, d0 )   n [S, H]. Hence (d, d0 )  n=0  [S, H].SnSuppose that (d, d0 )  n=0  [S, H]. By the finiteness assumptions0there exists an n such that (d, d )   n [S, H]. According to Lemma 2 thisimplies that there exists a computation of  that begins with (S, d) and endswith (H, d0 ). Therefore (d, d0 ) is in the relation computed by , according toDefinition 4.4.2. Examples of dual-state machinesExample: FSM as DSM. A dual-state machine can simulate an FSM. Whendoing so, we must keep in mind that the data state of the DSM is the inputof the FSM. This reverses the role of data in the configurations. In FSMsthe configuration contains the accepted part of the input, so it grows attransitions. In the DSM simulation the configuration contains the input ofthe FSM, so it shrinks at transitions.In this example we get a simulation of the FSM of Figure 2 by settingK = {S, A, B, H}, D equal to the set of words over{+, , 0, . . . , 9}, and equal to the matrix in Figure 2 where nil is equal to {(w, w) | w  D},10digit is equal to the set of all (x  y, y) such that x is a word of unit lengthover the alphabet {0, . . . , 9}, and sign is equal to the set of all (x  y, y) suchthat x is a word of unit length over the alphabet {, +}.2Example: Turing Machine as DSM. We saw that an FSM is a DSM witha certain type of memory defined by the admissible operations. A Turingmachine is a DSM with a different type of memory defined by a different setof admissible operations. Among the several variants of Turing machine wechoose the one where the memory takes the form of a sequence of squares(a tape) that is unbounded in both directions. Each square contains onesymbol from the finite alphabet A. In addition to the contents of the tape,the state of the memory is determined by a pair (S, D) where S is a squareof the tape (the scanned square) and D is a direction on the tape, beingL (left), R (right), or d (dont care). The operations on the memory includereading, a function with no argument having as value the symbol on thescanned square and writing, a function with a symbol as argument causingthe scanned square to contain that symbol. Writing has an additional effect:to move the tape, meaning that it causes the scanned square to becomethe one on the left or on the right of the currently scanned square, dependingon whether D (direction) is L or R.The operation of a Turing machine is determined by a set of rules, eachin the form of quintuple < Q, S, Q0 , S 0 , D0 >. The rule specifies that, if thestate is Q and the scanned square contains S, then S 0 is written, the tapemoves in the current direction D, and the state and direction become Q0and D0 , respectively.For this example we selected a simple Turing machine ([14], page 122).The conventional presentation of the Turing machine as set of quintuplesis in Figure 3. The matrix version is in Figure 4. The Matrix Code versionis in Figure 7. As a first step for its simulation by a DSM we rewrite theconventional Turing machine presentation to matrix format, which we thenfind is a DSM. Subsequently we rewrite the code matrix to C or C++.The Turing machine of Figure 3 is designed to start operation with atape containing a sequence of parentheses bounded on either side by thesymbol A. Initially the scanned square is the square containing the leftmostparenthesis, that is, the square to the right of the leftmost A. When themachine halts, all matching parentheses have been removed. In this way onecan tell whether the tape initially contained a well-formed sequence. Thus,for example,A ( ( ( ( ( ( ) ) ) ) A11
QSQ0S0D0
Q0)Q1XL
Q0(Q0(R
Q0AQ2AL
Q0XQ0XR
Q1)Q1)L
Q1(Q0XR
Q1AH0d
Q1XQ1XL
Q2)
Q2(H0d
Q2AH1d
Q2XQ2XL
Figure 3:A Turing machine. The leftmost column shows the generic quintuple <Q, S, Q0 , S 0 , D0 >. The other twelve columns contain the actual twelve quintuples thatdefine the Turing machine. The states are Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , and H. The tape symbols are ), (,A, X, 0, and 1. The dashes indicate that in state Q2 the symbol ) is never encountered.The ds in the last row stand for dont care.
is replaced byA ( 0 X X X X X X X X A,indicating that the input sequence was unbalanced because of an unmatchedopen parenthesis, whereasA ( ( ( ( ( ) ) ) ( ) ) ) Ais replaced by1 X X X X X X X X X X X X AThe conventional presentation of Turing machines as a set of quintupleshides their essence, which is a matrix. Just as FSMs centre around transitions from state to state, so do Turing machines. Whatever the nature ofthis transition, its natural presentation is as an element of a matrix of whichthe rows and columns are indexed by the states. Figure 2 gives this matrixfor an FSM; Figure 4 gives this matrix for the Turing machine in Figure 3.To familiarize ourselves with the matrix format, let us find in Figure 4 theequivalent of the quintuple < Q0 , ), Q1 , X, L > of Figure 3. In this quintuplewe see that it specifies a transition from Q0 to Q1 . The attributes of thistransition are in column Q0 , row Q1 . The machine makes this particulartransition if the scanned square contains ). As a result of the transition anX is written on the scanned square and the tape moves left. Given that thetransition is from Q0 to Q1 , the further particulars can be given in the formof a condition/action rule:) -> X;L,which is in the matrix cell of column Q0 , row Q1 . Some transitions, forexample the one from Q0 to Q0 , contain more than one such rule, one foreach of the possible contents of the scanned square. See Figure 4.12
Q2( -> 0;dA -> 1;d
Q1
Q0
A -> 0;d
( -> (;R
( -> X;R
X -> X;R
) -> );LX -> X;LX -> X;L
Q0
) -> X;L
Q1
A -> A;L
Q2
Figure 4: The Turing machine of Figure 3 in matrix form; the initial state is Q0. Wepropose this as a more readable alternative for the standard set of quintuples.
13
5. Matrix CodeThe main application of DSMs is what we call Matrix Code. This isa DSM with components (K, D, , S, H) where D is defined by declarationsin a conventional programming language, say P , and where the binary relations in the transition matrix  are specified by P with reference to thedeclarations for D.To use DSMs to best effect, P should be equal to C or C++ in speed andcompactness of compiled code. Although the binary relations constituting are defined by pieces of code of P ,  itself is not a construct of P  after all, is a matrix. Thus DSMs of this kind constitute a different programminglanguage, and it is this programming language that we call Matrix Code. Aspecific  will be referred to as a code matrix.A code matrix is a hybrid object composed of two programming languages: Matrix Code and a conventional programming language P . Theprimitive binary relations of the matrix elements are written in P . The waythey are composed into composite matrix elements as well as the matrix asa whole are written in Matrix Code.As we shall show, Matrix Code has two advantages over conventionallanguages: its programs can be their own proof of partial correctness andit supports the parallel development of correctness proof and code. At thesame time, a code matrix can be written in such a way as to be triviallytranslatable to P . One can say that suitably written code matrices arealmost executable. For the examples in this paper we use the followingtranslation method.The control state is represented by a variable. Each column is translatedto a switch on this variable. Each cell in the column is then translated toone of the cases of the switch. The matrix as a whole is translated to thebody of a void function. The data state of the code matrix becomes theparameter(s) of the function.The elements of a code matrix are binary relations over the data states,as in all DSMs. In the case of Matrix Code these binary relations areoften composed of primitive relations, which are of two kinds: guards andstatements. Guards are boolean expressions; semantically they are subsetsof the identity relation. That is, if b is a boolean expression, then its meaningis {(d, d) | b is true in data state d}.The primitive relations that are not guards are statements of P . If Sis a statement, then its meaning is the set of pairs (d, d0 ) such that d0 isa possible state of termination of S if S starts execution in data state d.Because guards and statements both denote binary relations over D, they14

are freely intercomposable:
guardstatementstatementguard;;;;
guardguardstatementstatement
are all defined, and are binary relations over D. As far as Matrix Code isconcerned, x-- ; x >= 0 and x > 0 ; x-- are equally valid expressionsfor binary relations. The latter form is preferred for reasons of translatabilityto a conventional programming language.Example: code matrix for computing prime numbers. Consider a DSM withcomponents (K, D, M, S, H) with K = {A, B, C, H, S} and D the set of tuples with as components an integer N, an array p of length N, and integers j,k, and n. M is the code matrix shown in Figure 13. For example, M [C, C]is the composition of three binary relations:j%p[n+1] == 0 ; j += 2 ; n = 0where j%p[n+1] == 0 is a boolean expression; therefore a guard and j += 2and n = 0 are statements.See Figure 5 for an example of a computation.control | dataN = 3state| state| kjnp----------------------------------S | ???{?,?,?}A | 2??{2,3,?}B | 250{2,3,?}C | 250{2,3,?}B | 251{2,3,?}A | 351{2,3,5}H | 351{2,3,5}Figure 5: Example of the computation for N equals 3 of the code matrix in Figure 13.
If a row is empty, then its control state can occur only in the first stateof any computation. Such a control state is the start state. Thus any rowindexed by S is empty, and is omitted. Similarly, the necessarily empty15

column indexed by H is omitted. In Figure 13, S is the start state and H is
the halt state.Example: code matrix for FSM. In Figure 2 we presented an FSM for recognizing a simple form of decimal numerals. We may regard the input of anFSM, together with an indication of how far it has been read, as the datastate of a DSM where the control states are the states of the FSM. Thus thedata state has the form of a file to be read sequentially.Consider the function decNum in Figure 6. It is really two programs inone. If we disregard the line commented with data state component Auxand all assignments to the variables declared there, then the remaining partof the data state (data state component FSM) is just enough to simulatean FSM: the variable inp contains the first symbol of the part of the inputthat has not been processed. By executing inp = tape.rd() the input isadvanced by one symbol, so that inp is once again the first symbol of thepart of the input not processed.Under the exclusive consideration of data state component FSM thefunction decNum decides only whether the input is a legitimate decimalnumber according to the FSM in Figure 2. Usually more is wanted: onemight want to know the value of the decimal numeral. The advantageof writing the FSM in the form of a dual-state machine as in Figure 6is that one needs to extend only the data state (in this figure to includedata state component Aux) and to add appropriate operations on the extended data state to ensure that by the time the input is accepted, the valueof the decimal numeral read is in the data state component val.The structure of the function decNum reflects the matrix in Figure 2. Theouter switch translates the matrix column by column. Each of the innerswitch statements translates the contents of the column concerned by codeactivated by the content of inp.16
int decNum(Tape& t) {const int S=0, A=1, B=2, H=3;int state = S; // control statechar inp = t.rd(); // data state component FSMint sign, val; // data state component Auxwhile (true) {switch (state) {case S:switch (inp) {case+: sign = +1; inp = t.rd(); break;case-: sign = -1; inp = t.rd(); break;default: sign = +1;} state = A; break;case A: switch (inp){case0:case1:case2:case3:case4:case5:case6:case7:case8:case9:val = inp - 0;inp = t.rd(); break;default: assert(false);// other character in inp not OK} state = B; break;case B: switch (inp) {case0:case1:case2:case3:case4:case5:case6:case7:case8:case9:val = 10*val + (inp-0);inp = t.rd(); state = B; break;default: state = H;} break;case H: return sign*val;}}}Figure 6: Translation to C++ of DSM simulation of FSM of Figure 2. The data state isin the Tape& t of the first line. The object that is the content of the formal parametert encapsulates the input tape of the FSM. When the FSM arrives in a state where thefirst symbol of the input is accepted, then the C++ statement inp = t.rd() advances theinput tape and makes inp again the first symbol of the remaining input tape.
17
void turing(Tape& t) {typedef enum{H,Q0,Q1,Q2} State;State state(Q0); // control statewhile (true) {switch (state) {case Q0:if (t.r() == () {t.w((); t.d(R); state = Q0;} elseif (t.r() == X) {t.w(X); t.d(R); state = Q0;} elseif (t.r() == )) {t.w(X); t.d(L); state = Q1;} elseif (t.r() == A) {t.w(A); t.d(L); state = Q2;}break;case Q1:if (t.r() == () {t.w(X); t.d(R); state = Q0;} elseif (t.r() == )) {t.w()); t.d(L); state = Q1;} elseif (t.r() == X) {t.w(X); t.d(L); state = Q1;} elseif (t.r() == A) {t.w(0); t.d(d); state = H;}break;case Q2:if (t.r() == X) {t.w(X); t.d(L); state = Q2;} elseif (t.r() == )) {/*cant happen*/ assert(false);} elseif (t.r() == () {t.w(0); t.d(d); state = H;} elseif (t.r() == A) {t.w(1); t.d(d); state = H;}break;case H: return;default: assert(false); // cant happen} } }Figure 7: Code version of the Turing machine in Figures 3 and 4. The code is in the formof a C++ function with as single argument t an abstract data to represent the tape. Theabstract data type allows three functions: for reading (called as t.r), for writing (calledas t.w), and for setting tape direction (called as t.d).
18

6. Verification of Matrix Code
Verification of Matrix Code is based on Hoares verification method forconventional code [12], which in turn is based on Floyds verification methodfor flowcharts [10]. In this section we review Hoares method, then show thatit can be generalized to binary relations over any domain, which in turn givesa verification method for Matrix Code.6.1. Hoares verification method for conventional codeAs an introduction to the verification method for imperative programming due to Hoare [12] we verify a Java version of the prime-number generating program developed by Dijkstra in [9]. The Java version of this programis shown in Figure 8.public static void primes(int[] p, int N) {// Sint j,k,n;p[0] = 2; p[1] = 3; k = 2;// Awhile (k<N) {j = p[k-1]+2; n = 0;// Bwhile (p[n]*p[n] <= j) {// Cif (j%p[n+1] != 0) n++;else {j += 2; n = 0;}}p[k++] = j;}// H}Figure 8: A Java function for filling p[0..N-1] with the first N primes. At the pointsindicated by the comments S, A, B, C, H we need conditions to allow verification byHoares method. The identifiers and the structure are the same as in Dijkstras example[9].

The concept of configuration consisting of a control state and data state
used to define the semantics of DSMs applies to conventional code as well.Here the control state is a code location and the data state is the tupleof values of the variables. According to Hoares method, conditions areattached to code locations. The conditions make assertions about programvariables. When such a condition occurs in a loop, it is the familiar invariant19
of that loop. In Figure 8 we have indicated by the comments S, A, B, C,
and H where these conditions have to be placed. Figure 9 contains thecorresponding conditions.Conditions:S: p[0..N-1] exists and N>1H: p[0..N-1] are the first N primesA: S && p[0..k-1] are the first k primes && k <= NB: A && k<N && relB(p, k, n, j)C: B && p[n]*p[n] <= jrelB(p,k,n,j) means that there is no primebetween p[k-1] and j, and that j is not dividedby any prime in p[0..n], and that n<k.Hoare triples:{S} p[0]=2; p[1]=3; k=2; {A}{A && k >= N} {H}{A && k < N} j=p[k-1]+2; n=0; {B}{B && p[n]*p[n] <= j} {C}{B && p[n]*p[n] > j} p[k++] = j {A}{C && j%p[n+1] != 0} n++ {B}{C && j%p[n+1] == 0} j += 2; n = 0 {B}Figure 9: Conditions and Hoare triples for Figure 8. The meaning of a Hoare triple {A0}CODE {A1} is that if condition A0 is true and if CODE is executed with termination, thencondition A1 is true.

The verification of the function as a whole relies on the verification of a
number of implications defined in terms of conditions and program elementssuch as tests and statements. Consider Figure 8: because there is an execution path from A to B, one has to show the truth of{A && k<N} j=p[k-1]+2; n=0; {B},which has as meaning: if A && k<N (the precondition) is true and ifj=p[k-1]+2; n=0;is executed, then B (the postcondition) is true. Because of the three elements: precondition, postcondition, and the item in between, this is calleda Hoare triple. Figure 9 contains not only the conditions for Figure 8, butalso the set of verification conditions in the form of Hoare triples.The term condition for the type of thing that occurs as precondition and postcondition in a Hoare triple is, in our view, rather compelling.However, it seems that in certain contexts assertion is a more natural20alternative term. In this paper we will use both. At the same time, oneshould make a distinction between the condition as a linguistic expressionand the set that is the meaning of that expression. We trust no confusionarises as we use assertion and condition interchangeably for both theexpression and the meaning.According to Hoares method the program in Figure 8 is verified by thetruth of the Hoare triples in Figure 9. Why the set of conditions used isnecessary and sufficient and how partial correctness follows from the truth ofthe Hoare triples requires a non-negligible amount of explanation. This canbe omitted here because in the following we give the equivalent explanationfor Matrix Code, for which it will be comparatively simple.6.2. Binary relations, conditions, and Hoare triplesLet us consider a binary relation R, a subset of D  D, where we canthink of D as a set of data states. Let us call subsets of D conditions. Theleft projection of R is defined as the condition {x  D | y  D. (x, y)  R}.Dually, the right projection of a binary relation R is defined as the condition{y  D | x  D. (x, y)  R}.We generalize ID to Ic , which means, for any condition c  D, by definition, {(x, x)  D  D | x  c}. This induces a one-to-one relation betweenc and Ic :x  c  (x, x)  Ic .Accordingly, at times we view a condition (alias assertion) as a subset of D;at times as a subset of ID .Definition 6. Given a condition c  D and a binary relation R  (D D),we write {c}R for the right projection of Ic ; R, where Ic is the binary relation{(x, x)  D  D | x  c}.As we saw above, Hoare triples were intended to be applied to programstatements. Here we see that they have a natural interpretation for binaryrelations.Definition 7. Given conditions p  D and q  D and a binary relationR  (D  D), we define that {p}R{q} ( the Hoare triple) holds iff{p}R  q.That is, if the input to R satisfies p, then all corresponding outputs (if any)satisfy q.We extend Definition 6 to vectors and matrices.21

Definition 8. Let v be a vector of conditions: v  K  2D and let M be a
matrix of binary relations: M  K  K  2DD . Then {v}M is defined toSbe the vector in K  2D such that ({v}M )[i] = jK {v[j]}M [j, i].Definition 9. Let p, q  K  2D be vectors of conditions indexed by Kand M  K  K  2DD a matching matrix of binary relations over D.The expression {p}M {q} asserts that ({p}M )  q where the set inclusion istaken elementwise.Theorem 3. Given a code matrix M and a condition vector V satisfying{V }M {V }. For any configuration (k 0 , d0 ) of any computation beginning with(k, d) such that d  V [k] it is the case that d0  V [k 0 ].ProofWe proceed by induction on the length n of the computation. If n = 1(one transition in the computation) we have (k 0 , d0 ) = (k, d). Assume thetheorem true for computations of length n  1. Consider the computation(k, d), (k1 , d1 ), . . . , (kn1 , dn1 ), (k 0 , d0 ).By the induction assumption dn1  V [kn1 ]. We have that (dn1 , d0 ) M [kn1 , k 0 ]. It is given that {V}M{V}, hence in particular that{V [kn1 ]}M [kn1 , k 0 ]{V [k 0 ]}.It follows that d0  V [k 0 ], which establishes the theorem for the computationof length n.7. Parallel development of proof and codeFloyds method is difficult to apply because it is difficult to find the required conditions. Because of this Dijkstra [7, 8] advocated parallel development of code and proof. In this section we demonstrate parallel developmentof a code matrix for the sample problem solved in Figure 8: to fill an arraywith the first N prime numbers in increasing order.Background on prime numbers. Before we start, let us review what we needto know about prime numbers. The following list of facts is not intended asa complete or nonredundant set of axioms; they are a selection to guide usin the choice of conditions and transitions.1. A prime is a positive integer that has no divisors. (We do not count 1or the integer itself as divisors. Moreover, 1 is not a prime.)222. There are infinitely many primes, so the problem can be solved forany N .3. 2 and 3 are the first two primes. So a way to get started is to acceptthese as given and place them in the beginning of the table. This hasthe advantage that we always have the situation where the last primein the table is odd and the next odd number is the first candidate tobe tested for the next prime.4. If a number has a divisor, then it has a prime divisor. This can beused to save effort: we have to test only for divisibility by smallerprimes, and these are already in the table.5. If a number has a divisor, then it has a prime divisor less than orequal to its square root. This implies that we do not have to test thecandidate for the next prime for divisibility by all primes already inthe table.6. The square of every prime is greater than the next prime. The significance of this fact will become apparent as we proceed.Deriving the code matrix. The distinctive advantage of Matrix Code is thata matrix can be expanded from the specification in small steps using only thelogic of the application without needing to attend to the control componentof the algorithm. Thus Matrix Code is an example of Kowalskis principleAlgorithm = Logic + Control [13].We assume that the specification exists in the form of a preconditionand a postcondition. This gives rise to code matrix with one row and onecolumn; the one in Figure 10.S: p[0..N-1]exists & N>1H: p[0..N-1]contains the
/*which T?*/
first N primes

Figure 10: There is only an empty transition T such that {S}T{H}.
The one element of this matrix is the transition T such that {S}T{H} istrue. That is, T has to be a simple combination of guards and assignmentstatements that places the N first primes in p, whatever N is. Absent such a T,23
we leave the matrix cell empty. The resulting code matrix satisfies {S}T{H},which makes it partially correct, but very partially so: it has no successfulcomputations. Although Figure 10 is the correct start of the developmentprocess, it is not the last step.As it is too ambitious to place all primes in the array with a singletransition, a reasonable thing to try is to fill it with the first k primes andthen try to add the next prime after p[k-1].We need a condition A that is intermediate in the sense that {S}T1{A}and {A}T2{H} for simple T1 and T2. Such a condition is: the first k primesin increasing order are in p[0..k-1] with 1 < k <= N.Condition A is promising because it is easy to think of such a T1 andsuch a T2. The result is in Figure 11.A:
S: p[0..N-1]exists & N>1H: p[0..N-1]contains the
k >= N
first N primes
A: p[0..k-1]p[0] = 2; p[1]
contains the
= 3; k = 2
first k primes& k <= N

Figure 11: In column A the case k < N is missing.

This again is a partially correct code matrix. It is a slight improvement
in that it solves the problem if N happens to be one or two. In all othercases it leads to failed computations. The difficulty is that in column A wemay have that k < N, so that we cannot make the transition to H. We needto find the next prime after p[k-1]. Let j be the current candidate for thisnext prime. That suggests for condition B: A is true and j is such that thereis no prime greater than p[k-1] and less than j.This is always true when j is the next odd number after p[k-1]. Anotherway of saying this is that j is not divisible by any of the primes in p[0..n]with n set to 0. We are interested more generally in24
There are no primes between p[k-1] and j (with j is not divisible by any of the primes in p[0..n]) and n<k.We abbreviate this condition to relB(p,k,n,j).The largest prime factor of a number is less than the square root of thenumber. Hence, if we find that the square of p[n+1] is greater than j, thenwe can conclude that j is the next prime after p[k-1]. Hence, in the newcolumn B, it is easy to detect whether n is large enough to conclude thatj is the next prime after p[k-1]. We place the corresponding transition incolumn B and we have Figure 12.
B:
A:
S: p[0..N-1]exists & N>1H: p[0..N-1]contains the
k >= N
first N primes
A: p[0..k-1]p[n]*p[n]>j;
p[0] = 2; p[1]
contains the
p[k++]=j
= 3; k = 2
first k primes& k <= N
k<N; j =

B: A & k<N &
p[k-1]+2;
relB(p,k,n,j)
n=0
Figure 12: In column A we have added a transition in column A for the case that k < N.In that case we can start finding the next prime after p[k-1] because we know that thereis enough space in p to store it. relB(p,k,n,j) means that there is no prime between thelast prime found and j and that n<k, and that j is not divided by any prime in p[0..n].
There are still failed computations. (In fact, there is still no way to getbeyond N = 2.) The way ahead is clear: a transition is missing in column B,for the situation where n is too small to conclude that j is the next prime.That in itself produces condition C and, with it, a new row and column.In column C the missing information is whether j, the candidate for thenext prime, is divisible by p[n+1]. If not, then n can be incremented, and25
condition B is verified. If so, then j is not a prime and the search for the nextprime must be restarted with j+2. This determines a transition in columnC that verifies condition C, so is placed in that row. See Figure 13.
C:
B:
A:
S: p[0..N-1]exists & N>1H: p[0..N-1]contains the
k >= N
first N primes
A: p[0..k-1]p[n]*p[n]>j;
p[0] = 2; p[1]
contains the
p[k++]=j
= 3; k = 2
first k primes& k <= N
j%p[n+1]!=0;n++
j%p[n+1]==0; j
k<N; j =

B: A & k<N &
p[k-1]+2;
relB(p,k,n,j)
n=0C: B &
p[n]*p[n]<= j
p[n]*p[n] <= j
+= 2; n=0
Figure 13: This figure is both a general example of a code matrix and the final stage of thedevelopment consisting of the sequence of Figures 10, 11, and 12. Change from Figure 12:row and column with label C are added. There are no incomplete columns. This, aswell as each of the previous versions is partially correct, as implied by the validity of theverification condition for each of the null matrix elements. The absence of incompletecolumns opens the possibility of total correctness, but does not prove it.
Up till now we detected with every additional row and column that thenew column lacked a transition. Not this time: none of the columns has amissing transition. The code matrix has no failed computations. So it givesthe correct answer by exiting in row H, or it continues in an infinite computation. As we have proved only partial correctness, this latter alternativeremains a possibility.
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Termination. For an infinite computation to arise, there must be at least one
condition that is revisited an infinite number of times. For each conditionwe give a reason why it can be revisited only a finite number of times.1. Condition A. For this condition to be returned to, k has to have increased. k is never decreased and is bounded by N.2. Condition B. For this condition to be returned to, n or j has to haveincreased. n is bounded by the square root of p[N-1]. The numberof times it is reset to zero is bounded by p[N-1]. j is never decreasedand is bounded by p[N-1].3. Condition C. For this condition to be returned to, n has to have increased and is bounded as noted above.The transitions have been chosen so that the corresponding revisitingcondition is satisfied. As none of these conditions can be satisfied an infinitenumber of times, the code matrix has no infinite computation.Running Matrix Code. Running a code matrix in current practice requirestranslation to a currently available language. Our examples of Matrix Codehave been constructed for ease of translation to languages like Java or C.This entails a drastic reduction in expressivity. Let us now demonstratetranslation using Figure 13 as example.As there is a similarity between the control states and the states of afinite-state machine (FSM), a good starting point for systematic translationof a code matrix is the pattern according to which an FSM is implemented.This is usually done by introducing a constant for every state and to leta variable, say, state assume these constants as values. An infinite loopcontaining a switch controlled by state then contains a case statement forevery control state.Each column of a code matrix translates to a case statement. The orderin which the translations of the columns occur does not matter as long asstate is initialized at S. Here we have arbitrarily chosen alphabetic order.In this way Figure 13 translates to the following.A transition b0;S0 in column X and row R0 and transition !b0;S1 incolumn X and row R1 translate to case X: if (b0) {S0; state = R0;}else {S1; state = R1} break; in the above code.8. Expressiveness of Matrix CodeThe code obtained by translating a code matrix is quite different fromwhat one conventionally would write: compare Figure 8 with Figure 14. In27
void prTable(int p[], int N) {
typedef enum{A,B,C,H,S} State;State state(S); // control stateint j,k,n;// part of data statewhile (true) {switch(state) {case A:if(k >= N) state = H;else {j = p[k-1]+2; n = 0; state = B;}break;case B: if (p[n]*p[n] > j) {p[k++] = j; state = A;} else state = C;break;case C:if (j%p[n+1] != 0) {n++; state = B;}else {j += 2; n = 0; state = C;}break;case H: return;case S: p[0] = 2; p[1] = 3; k = 2; state = A;}}}Figure 14: Translation of the code matrix in Figure 13 to C++.28
this example Matrix Code has the advantage of being a verification and ofbeing easy to discover. But in the prime-number problem Matrix Code doesnot lead to a more efficient program: it has the same set of computations asthe conventional one.In this section we present an example where Matrix Code makes it easyto discover an algorithm that is more efficient than what is obtained via theconventional programming style. Consider the merging of two monotonicallynondecreasing input streams into a single output stream. We have availablethe following C++ functions.boolboolvoidvoid
getL(int& x);getR(int& x);putL();putR();
// output parameter x// output parameter x
where getL (getR) tests the left (right) input stream for emptiness. In caseof nonemptiness the output parameter x gets the value of the first element ofthe stream. Neither getL nor getR change any of the streams. This is doneonly by the functions putL() and putR() which transfer the first elementof a nonempty left or right input stream to the output stream.Figure 15 is a typical program for this situation. It typically acts in twostages. In the first stage both input streams are nonempty. In the secondstage one of the input streams is empty so that all that remains to be doneis to copy the other stream to the output.void eMerge() {int u,v;while (getL(u) && getR(v))if (u <= v) putL();elseputR();while (getL(u)) putL();while (getR(v)) putR();}Figure 15: A structured program for merging two streams.
This algorithm performs unnecessary tests: in the first stage only one ofthe input streams is changed, so that only that one needs to be tested for
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emptiness; here both are tested2 . It is superfluous tests like this that allowthe algorithm to be as simple as it is.Of course it is unlikely that it is important to save the kind of test justmentioned. But there are many types of merging situations and there maybe some in which it does matter. An advantage of Matrix Code is that itdoes not bias the programmer towards including superfluous tests.We proceed to develop a code matrix for merging. The assertions need toindicate whether it is known that an input stream is empty and, if not, whatits first element is. If an input stream is possibly empty then we represent itby ?. We write e if an input stream is empty. Nonemptiness is indicatedby writing x:?, where x is the first element. We have to do this for each ofthe input streams; we write e.g. the assertion (u:?,v:?) to mean that bothinput streams are nonempty and have first elements u and v, respectively.We write all conditions in the form (left,right), where left and rightindicate the state of the input concerned, in conjunction with the statementthat the result of appending the output to the result of merging the remaining input streams is equal to the result of merging the input streams beforethe beginning of the execution of the program. As this conjunct is part ofevery condition, it need not be stated explicitly. Of course its validity needsto be verified for every matrix entry.With these conventions we can state the programs specification as obtaining a transition from the state S, which is (?,?) to the state H, whichis (e,e). Accordingly, the development starts with Figure 16.S:(?,?)/*which T?*/
H:(e,e)
Figure 16: Matrix Code corresponding to specification of the merging program. Butthere is no T such that {S}T{H}. The conditions in this figure, as well as those in Figures17 and 18 include the unstated conjunct that the result of appending the output streamto the merge of the input streams is equal to the merge of the input streams in the initialstate.

As always with Matrix Code, we start with the conditions. Which do we
2With the one exception when the left input stream runs out at the same time as, orbefore, the right input stream.
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need, in addition to the (?,?) and (e,e) given by the specification? Foreach of the input streams there are three states of information: ? e x:? for some first element xIt is to be expected that the two input streams can assume each of the threeinformation states independently, for a total of nine conditions.It is desirable that the initial condition (?,?) of minimal informationdoes not arise during a computation of the code matrix. Under the assumption that we can avoid this there will be only rows for the eight otherconditions. By the time we will have populated the columns for these eightconditions we will see whether this assumption was justified.This problem is easy because the conditions are determined by the natureof the problem. For each condition there is an obvious and easy-to-realizerevisiting condition. If there is at least one unknown input stream at leastone of them has to become known before revisiting. If both input streams areknown, then at least one of them has to have its first element transferred tooutput before revisiting. See Figures 17 and 18, where the transitions havebeen chosen to conform to the revisiting requirements. As each columneither has no guard or two complementary guards, no additional rows areneeded.The translation of the code matrix in Figure 18 is given in Figure 19. Asthe order of the translations of the columns is immaterial, we have placedthem in alphabetic order by label.The reason for developing a code matrix for the merge problem was thedesire to avoid the superfluous tests of a function like the eMerge listed inFigure 15. To see in how far mMerge improves in this respect we have runboth functions on the same set of pairs of input streams and counted thecalls executed in both merge functions.Such comparisons are of course dependent on the nature of the inputstreams. For example, the more equal in length the input streams are, themore favourable for mMerge. Accordingly we have used a random-numbergenerator to determine the lengths of the input streams. The input streamsthemselves are monotonically increasing with random increments.
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S:(?,?)H:(e,e)getL(u)
A:(u:?,?)
!getL(u)
B:(e,?)
getR(v)
C:(u:?,v:?)
!getR(v)
D:(u:?,e)
Figure 17: See Figure 16. An input stream needs to be tested; the left one is chosenarbitrarily. This gives rise to new conditions. Columns for these will cause addition of yetmore conditions. See Figure 18.
eMergemMergeeMergemMergeeMergemMergeeMergemMerge
getL17568721067656326128951355845
getR269118218304117353661024510
putL87187165565528942894844844
putR18191819410410365365509509
Each pair of successive lines gives the result of running eMerge andmMerge on the same pair of input streams. The lengths of the streams arenot listed separately, as they are equal to the number of calls to putL andputR shown in the table.A merge function needs to make at least one call to getL (getR) forevery element of the left (right) input stream. It can be seen that mMergeremains close to this minimum, while eMerge does not.This example is notable in that Matrix Code yields an unfamiliar, testoptimal algorithm by default. Structured programming tends to reduce thenumber of control states. Matrix Code lacks this bias: in its use it is naturalto introduce control states as needed to serve as memory for test outcomes.
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!getL(u)
S:(?,?)
!getR(v)
H:(e,e)
u>v;putR()
getR(v);
putR()
putR()
getL(u)
getL(u)
getL(u)
A:(u:?,?)
!getL(u)
B:(e,?)
getR(v)
C:(u:?,v:?)
!getR(v)
D:(u:?,e)
u <= v;putL()
putL()
!getL(u)
Figure 18:and 17.
E:(?,v:?)
F:(?,e)
G:(e,v:?)
The complete code matrix for the merging problem, continuing Figures 16
33

void mMerge(Trinity& tri) {
int u,v;typedef enum{S,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H} State;State state = S; // control statewhile(true) {switch(state) {case A: state = (tri.getR(v))?C:D; break;case B: if (tri.getR(v)) {tri.putR(); state = B;}else state = H; break;case C: if (u <= v) {tri.putL(); state = E;}else {tri.putR(); state = A;} break;case D: tri.putL(); state = F; break;case E: state = tri.getL(u)?C:G; break;case F: state = tri.getL(u)?D:H; break;case G: tri.putR(); state = B; break;case H: return;case S: state = tri.getL(u)?A:B; break;}}}Figure 19: A C++ function for merging two streams translated from Figure 18. tri isan object of class Trinity. It contains three components: two input streams and anoutput stream. The admissible operations on these components are getL(u), which is todetermine the value of the first element from the left input stream (if there is one) andto make the argument u equal to it. The input stream is left unchanged. putL() removesthe first element from the left input stream and makes it the next element of the outputstream. Similarly for getR(v) and putR() for the right input stream.34
9. Related workWe organize related work in the form of seven ways to discover MatrixCode: flowcharts, automata theory, abstract state machines, augmentedtransition networks, logic programming, tail-recursion optimization, and recursive program schemes.Flowcharts. The following comment has been made on Matrix Code: Although it reeks of flowcharts, the proposal has some merit. The comment has some merit: flowcharts are indeed closely related to Matrix Code.Flowcharts were widely used as an informal programming notation from theearly 1950s to 1970. Floyd [10] showed how assertions and verification conditions can prove a flowchart partially correct. Hoare [12] introduced thenotation of triples for the verification conditions and cast Floyds methodin the form of inference rules for control structures such aswhile ... do ...andif ... then ... else ...Dijkstra observed that verifying assertions are difficult to find for existingcode, so that an attempt at verification is a costly undertaking with anuncertain outcome. He argued [7, 8] that code and correctness should bedeveloped in parallel. The proposal seems to have found no response, ifonly for the lack of specifics in the proposal.Given the fact that Dijkstras proposal was considered unrealisticallyutopian, and still is, it is interesting to read what seems to be the firsttreatise [11] on programming in the modern sense, published in 1946. Hereprograms are expressed in the form of flow diagrams. At first sight one mightthink that these are flowcharts under another name. This is not the case:flow diagrams consist of executable code integrated with assertions, with theunderstanding that a consistent flow diagram proves the correctness of thecomputations performed by it.The imperative part of a flow diagram was translated to machine code(this was before the appearance of assemblers). I found no indication in[11] that it was even contemplated to split off the imperative part of theflow diagram. Thus we see that what was a vague proposal [7, 8], andregarded as unrealistically utopian in 1970, was fully worked out in 1946and may have become a practical reality in 1951 when the IAS machinebecame operational.By the time flowcharts appeared, the proof part of flow diagrams hadbeen dropped. And apparently forgotten, for Floyds discovery was published in 1967 and universally acknowledged as such. Floyds format is ratherdifferent, and, in our opinion, preferable to the flow diagrams of [11]. Matrix
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Code can be regarded as a simplification of Floyds flowchart annotated with
assertions, a simplification made possible by the use of binary relations thatprovide a common generalization of statements and tests. Apt and Schaerfunify statements and tests in their nondeterministic control structures [1].Automata theory. DSMs can be regarded as a realization of Dana Scottsidea [17] to put an end to the proliferation of new variations of FSM byreplacing them by programs defined to run on suitably defined computers.DSMs are very different from the programs proposed by Scott. Scotts programs are unlike FSMs; DSMs closely resemble FSMs. Paradoxically, DSMs,in the form of Matrix Code, are of practical use; Scotts programs are not.Abstract State Machines. DSMs can be obtained as a drastic simplificationof ASMs [3] where evolving algebras are replaced by binary relations overdata states and formulas of logic are replaced by guards. One might thinkthat guards are a special case of the formulas of the ASMs. There is however a fundamental difference: regarded as logic formulas, guards have freevariables; the formulas of ASMs do not.Augmented Transition Networks. In spite of Scotts plea [17], variants ofFSM continued to appear. Of special interest in this context are labeledtransition systems which are used to model and verify reactive systems [2].Here the set of states is often infinite and there is typically no halt state.ASuch systems are specified by rules of the form P  Q to indicate thepossibility of a transition from state P to state Q accompanied by actionA. Mathematically the rules are viewed as a ternary relation containingtriples consisting of P , A, and Q. This is of course unobjectionable, butthe alternative view of the rules as constituting a matrix indexed by states,containing in this instance A as element indexed by P and Q has the advantage of connecting the theory to that of semilinear programming in thesense of Parker [15]. Another variant of FSM are the augmented transitionnetworks used in linguistics [19]. The modification of flowcharts by means ofbinary relations was introduced in [18]. These can be viewed as augmentedtransition networks with binary relations as labels on the transition arrows.Logic Programming. The property that a code matrix is both a set of logicalformulas and an executable program is reminiscent of logic programming,especially its aspect of separating logic from control [13]. A special form oflogic program corresponding to imperative programs was investigated in [4].36
Recursive program schemes. De Bakker and de Roever [6] modeled programming constructs such as if-then-else and while-do. For both guardsand assignments they used binary relations among what we call data states.Tail-recursion optimization. An attractive way of deriving efficient imperative code is to use a recursive definition of the function to be computedas starting point. These can sometimes be transformed to a form in whichthere is a single recursive call and where this call occurs as the last statement of the function. A further transformation replaces this call by the moreefficient goto statement. The result is similar to the result of translating acode matrix to executable code. The definition of the function can then beused to obtain an assertion verifying the transformed program. This is usedin logic programming [4].10. ConclusionsIn this paper we write programs as matrices with binary relations as elements. These matrices can be regarded as transformations in a generalizedvector space, where vectors have assertions about data states as elements.Computations of the programs are characterized by powers of the matrixand verified assertions show up as generalized eigenvectors of the matrix.Such results may be dismissed as frivolous theorizing. It seems to us thatthey are related to the following practical benefits.Our motivation was to address the fact that imperative programming isin an unsatisfactory state compared to functional and logic programming.In the latter paradigms, implementation is, or is close to, specification. Inimperative programming the relation between implementation and specification is the verification problem, a problem considered too hard for thepractising programmer. We proposed Matrix Code as an imperative programming language where the same construct can be read as logical formulaand can serve as basis for a routine translation to Java, C, or C++.Matrix Code is only applicable to small algorithms. Take it as a warning sign when it no longer fits on the back of an envelope. Yet it can playa useful role in large programs. Even the largest software system is ultimately subdivided into functions or methods. Software engineering wisdomis unanimous in declaring any function that is not small as a code smelland hence a candidate for refactoring. Everyone of these many small functions is a candidate for derivation by Matrix Code.Experience so far suggests that it is possible to develop algorithms incrementally by small, obvious steps from the specification. In this paper we go37
through such steps for an algorithm to fill a table with prime numbers usingthe method of trial division. Whether or not this success is an exceptionalcase, it seems certain that progress has been made in the direction of theold dream according to which the production of verified code is facilitatedby developing proof and code in parallel.AcknowledgmentsThanks to Paul McJones and Mantis Cheng for their help. I am gratefulto the reviewers for PPDP 2012 and to the ones for Science of ComputerProgramming for their careful reading and for their suggestions for improvement. This research benefited from facilities provided by the University ofVictoria and by the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council ofCanada.References[1] K.R. Apt and A. Schaerf. Search and imperative programming. POPL97, pages 6779.[2] C. Baier and J.P. Katoen. Principles of Model Checking. MIT Press,2008.[3] Egon Borger and Robert Stark. Abstract state machines: a method forhigh-level system design and analysis. Springer, 2003.[4] Keith L. Clark and M.H. van Emden. Consequence Verification ofFlowcharts. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, SE-7:5260,January 1981.[5] J.H. Conway. Regular Algebra and Finite Machines. Chapman andHall, 1971.[6] J.W. de Bakker and W.P. de Roever. A Calculus for Recursive ProgramSchemes. Automata, Languages, and Programming, M. Nivat (ed.),1973.[7] E.W. Dijkstra. A constructive approach to the problem of programcorrectness. BIT, 8:174186, 1968.[8] Edsger W. Dijkstra. Concern for correctness as a guiding principle forprogram composition. In J.S.J. Hugo, editor, The Fourth Generation,pages 359367. Infotech, Ltd, 1971.38
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